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BE WARNED! BLASPHEMIES!
THIS BOOK IS NOT INTENDED FOR CHRISTIANS!
IT CONTAINS BLASPHEMY, AND DOES SO PROUDLY.
THAT IS BECAUSE SOME OF THE PASSAGES MAY OFFEND DELICATE CHRISTIAN
SENSIBILITIES, AS THEY ARE, IN FACT, PURPOSEFULLY INTENDED TO DO.
SO, IF THE READER FEELS THAT THERE IS ANY CHANCE WHATSOEVER THAT HE
OR SHE MIGHT FIND THE CONTENT (CONSISTING OF THIRTY SIX INDIVIDUALLY
BLASPHEMOUS YET ABJECTLY TRUTHFUL QUOTES) OF THIS BOOK OFFENSIVE, THEN
THIS READER SHOULD NOT READ ANOTHER PAGE, AND INSTEAD, SEEK SOLACE IN
THIS BOOK IS INTENDED TO OFFEND ATHEISTS, WHICH, AS ANY CHRISTIAN THAT
HAS ACTUALLY READ* IT WILL SURELY AGREE, IS A VERY, VERY SATISFYING READ.
* - That is, any Christian that happens to actually read books, as most may read other things, but not actual books (their content).
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THIS BOOK IS INTENDED TO OFFEND

CHRISTIAN VALUES
by Chongo
MAY 2018

PURPOSE OF THIS BOOK

The purpose of this book is to showcase what the true values of a Christianity actually are, by
highlighting these values, as they are the expressed by Christians in America. But, Christian
values are fundamentally the same, in any country anywhere, that is, to indoctrinate others to
want what they want them to want. By showcasing the character of these values, as they are
expressed in America, they can be appreciated for the actual impact that they have upon the
real world, both in America and everywhere else, as well as the far-reaching impact that
they have had on this world after decades of effort and work, successfully indoctrinating most
Americans to indoctrinate their own children and family, and friends, and to great effect.
© Copyright 2018, Charles Victor Tucker III (Chongo)
All rights reserved.
No text whatsoever, in whole or in part, may be copied or reproduced.
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DEDICATION
This book is dedicated to the victims of the cruel policies of greedy, uncaring,
sponsors and promoters of any and all Christian political movements,
specifically, those that succeeded in America. But especially, it is dedicated
to the memory of my siblings, all younger, each of whom was their victim;
which, in great part, is why this author chooses to write about what he does
and why his passion for doing so runs as deeply as it does, as expressed in
the bitterly harsh and what he hopes are harmfully wounding words that he
chooses as his tool. He seeks to expose the genuine character of the
treasonous evil behind the frail Christian veil, because that is exactly what
religious belief is and what it deserves in the face of science. Indeed, it
deserves worse, because humankind itself deserves so much more than petty,
simple-minded, religious belief. It deserves freedom from enforced ignorance
(this being how Christianity always succeeds at its primary business of owning
everything that it can, but especially the mind, because again, it is that that is
their very business: possessing, owning, and ruling, everything that they can).

THIS BOOK IS INTENDED TO OFFEND

CHRISTIAN VALUES
In this author’s mind, the term Christian values is a term that Christians use to
justify Christianity’s long standing, perpetual, uncompromising, uninterrupted,
and, most noteworthy, actual war against people who happen to be vulnerable,
disadvantaged, unlucky, or poor, while ‘claiming’ to care for them. This is the
deepest lesson to be learned from Christian values, and hallmark of their most
obvious feature: that they are wholly unconcerned about the genuine alleviation of
any real human suffering, except pretending to be concerned, purely a show for
self-promotion, because common consensus so readily allows and encourages
Christian hypocrisy to be defiantly blatant, widespread, and acceptable, while
such values pose the greatest threat to human existence that humans have ever
faced, as these values give no value (or thought) to continued human existence
and, in fact, openly predict human extinction as a ‘righteous’ act of the ‘perfect’
deity that they worship, and the perfect world that He created that is now dying.
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Physical fact is completely meaningless in the face of
unyielding faith, reason utterly powerless, in the face of mindless
belief, but necessity, surprisingly cunning, uncaringly ruthless,
and reliably effective, when confronted with determined ignorance;
which introduces a remarkable question that surely is the most
important question that anyone with a stake in the future can
ignore, but not avoid asking, and a question that few today
may even possess the courage to ask in the first place yet
should. That question is this: What could ever come to pass
upon those who labor to end all human life, that could ever be
legitimately judged as being evil, unless all of complex life "
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itself were as evil, indeed, unless intelligent, ephemeral, sentient
existence itself, truly were, in the face of it unmistakably being so
vastly much more, and hence, so very, very much worth defending
and preserving, especially irrespective of the price that must now
be paid by those who remain sorely determined to preserve
ignorance and the corrupt, dying world that determined ignorance
always brings upon all, instead of fighting for something better,
like human dignity and individual liberty? And unquestionably,
is not the answer as obvious as any answer, to any question,
could ever be? Again, the answer is as starkly undeniable as it is
obvious: absolutely nothing whatsoever could; again, nothing.
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Christian values glorify ‘moral’ health professionals for bringing
damaged embryos to birth so that they can provide occupational
opportunity for police who will pursue them once they are old enough
to run, prison guards to bully them, once life becomes hopeless,
and preachers to give them the gift of lowered expectations to go
with a sense of personal blame that they will have to bear, all for the
mere sake of indulging the arbitrary whims of those who are least kind,
so that they might have eternal paradise, regardless of the living
suffering that must be paid to get it, which they always fully justify.
Christian values do not include the right to own one’s own body.
Christian values blame always the child, that is, unless it is the
parent that is blamed instead, for not punishing the child enough.
Christian values place children last, after god, country, and parents.
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